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Unlimited
180 200 220 240 260
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EVO Unlimited

EVO Unlimited is a linear shower 
drain from Evolution line of products
and represents a innovation in the 
world of shower drains. Inspiration 
for this model was minimalistic 
design and unlimited flexibility which
puts ceramic in first plan. It consist 
multiple pieces with who you can 
fulfill any requirement of your 
bathroom and it is packed with 
complete set for hydro isolation and
protective plastic who have dual 
role. “Unlimited” is characterized 
by unlimited & minimalistic design, 
unlimited height of ceramic, 
unlimited flow rate, unlimited length,
anti-leaking system, 360 degrees 
rotable base and low installation 
height. Minimum installation height 
is 77mm and maximum flow rate per
base is 48 l/min which is provided 
by ultra low 360 degrees rotable 
base with 25mm water seal height 
and output DN 50mm. Model can 
be cleaned without removing grid 
so it makes him “Easy 2 Clean” and 
consist “All you need set” so client 
have in box everything needed for 
the installation. In dependence of 
your needs in EVO UNLIMITED set 
you can find the ideal solution for 
your bathroom.

EUNLTD 

Set 
13700160

EUNLTD

Set Light 
13700161
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EVO Unlimited parts & specs

77 mm 50 mm
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LEGEND:
1. Height adjustment legs
2. Ultra low S Base
3. Reducer with rubber ring 
4. Grid holder with vertical output
5. Grid holder without vertical 
output
6. Grid for hair
7. Straight connector 
8. Corner connector
9. End of drain

5
8

9

Unltd

Unltd
E2C 

Unltd 25mm
Unltd
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Holder of the grid with vertical output Holder of the grid without vertical 
output 

Corner connector End of drain

Straight connector Rubber ring Reducer of drain Ultra Low S base

Height adjustment legs Grid for hair Screws Special adhesive for bonding  
parts of drains

EVO Unlimited parts & specs
280 300280 320 340 360
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Holder of the grid with vertical output Holder of the grid without vertical output 

Straight connector Corner connector

380 400 420 440 460 480 500 520 540
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580

End of drain Rubber ring

Base of drain

EVO Unlimited techical

Base of drain

600 620 640 660
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Easy To Clean
Easy cleaning of drain with just simple pulling out of grid for hair from interior of drain. 

Anti Leaking System
Thanks to new design of holder of grid, all condensed and leaked water under the tile finds it way 
back to the drain. In complete with self - adhesive butyl tape who comes with product represent Anti 
Leak System.

UNLIMITED ceramic height
Thanks to innovative technical solution of "Unlimited" model, customer can install product on any desired 
bathroom surface. 

EVO Unlimited technical
700 720 740 760 800
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Adjustment of drain height and base position
Universal solution for adjustment of installation height of drain and possibility of rotation of base for
360 degrees.

UNLIMITED drain lenght
Thanks to the universal solution lenght of drain can be adjusted from 190mm up to UNLIMITED lenght.

EVO Unlimited technicalEVO Unlimited technical
840 860 880 900 920 940



940 960
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UNLIMITED DESIGN

Unlimited
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EVO Unlimited basic design
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EVO Unlimited basic design
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FIND YOUR DRAIN
LABYRINTH OF  POSS IB IL IT IES
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1. CUTTING 

Cutting of EVO UNLIMITED shower drain to appropriate
size can be done using a cutting kit which is packed
with the product. After cutting, it is obligated to do final
process of cutted parts.

2. GLUING - CONTINUATION OF DRAIN 

For continuation of EVO UNLIMITED shower drain until unlimited length, you should use flat connector 
and special glue which comes with product. After infliction of the glue, it is necessary to do additional 
tightening of connection with screws who comes with the product.

3. CHANGING DIRECTION OF DRAIN

For changing of direction of drain, you schould use 
angle connector and special glue which comes with 
product. After infliction of the glue, it is necessary to 
do additional tightening of connection with screws who
comes with the product.

4. COMPLETION OF DRAIN

For completion of drain, you should use end piece and special glue which comes with product.
After infliction of the glue, it is necessary to do additional tightening of connection with screws
who comes with the product.

Drain Instalation
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EVO Unlimited Set

EVO Unlimited set contains:

- 2 holder of the grid with vertical output 
- 2 holder of the grid without vertical output 
- 2 base 
- 4 straight connectors 
- 4 corner connectors 
- 4 ends of drain
- 16 Height adjustment legs 
- Set of screws
- Glue 

Also all parts can be ordered separately and in 
combination with cutting kit allows client to have 
unlimited flexibility regarding shape of drain, 
surface in bathroom and flow rate.  

2x

4x

16x

2x

4x

1x

2x

4x

1x
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EVO Unlimited Set Light

EVO Unlimited Set Light contains:

- 1 holder of the grid with vertical output
- 1 base 
- 2 ends of drain 
- Set of screws
- Glue
- 4 Height adjustment legs
 
Also all parts can be ordered separately and in 
combination with cutting kit allows client to have 
unlimited flexibility regarding shape of drain, surface  
in bathroom and flow rate.  

1x

4x

2x

1x

2x

1x


